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LANCER PLUS
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bravo

BRAVO PROFESSIONAL II
Cylinder key cutting machine

This is a heavy duty machine designed for the busy locksmith shop

Mortice key cutting machine.

The Bravo Professional II features
Four way jaws
One hand operation
Semi-automatic cutting process
Patented torque limiting jaw handles with built in clutch
Large swarf brush and swarf tray
Improved work light
Main cutter 700875ZB
Ergonomic design
Tynex swarf brush 725102ZB
Improved swarf capture

This is a heavy duty machine designed for the busy locksmith shop
The Lancer Plus features
Reversible jaws
Rounding action
Sliding top clamp assembly
(no need to remove key to do side cuts)
Self centring jaws to keep keys level at all times Main cutter:700204ZB
Side cutter:740601ZB
Large protective covers over cutters
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rekord

duo

REKORD

DUO

This is a mid level machine designed for medium volume key cutting

It is an ideal economical solution for a start up situation or as a machine for
mobile locksmiths to keep in their van

Cylinder key cutting machine

This machine duplicates cylinder and mortice keys
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The Rekord features
Semi-automatic key cutting
4 way jaws
Integrated swarf drawer
Heavy duty motor
Heavy cast base
Swarf removing brush
Large HSS cutter
Carriage release lever
Modern design

The Duo features
Cylinder duplicating with 4 way jaws and mortice cutting
(not including side wards) single and double bit
Swarf removing brush
Work light
2 x HSS cutters
Integrated swarf drawer
Compact and economical design

Main cutter 700875ZB
Tynex swarf brush 704764ZB

Prismatic cutter 735282ZB
Flat slotting cutter 734963ZB
Tynex brush 734958ZB
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crown

CROWN

FASTBIT II
Compact dimensions and clean-cut design key machine to duplicate; bit,
double bit, pin and pipe keys
Spring-loaded micrometric tracer point
Self-centring clamps
Smooth and effortless handling of the tilting carriage
TiN-coated cutter with side cuts
Ergonomic handles and levers
Cutter 701744ZB
Nylon / tynex brush 734958ZB

Tubular key cutting machine.
This machine cuts tubular keys to copy
or to code with an optional code device
The machine is able to correct worn keys
The Crown features:
Stepped cuts
Simple reliable accuracy
Cast base
Ability to cut a large range of tubular keys
including L&F, Chicago,Meroni

Cutter 700077ZB
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Fastbit II
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Matrix evo

matrix pro

MATRIX Evo

Machine is for duplication of dimple and laser keys
The Matrix Evo features
Electromechanical calibration system
Depth adjusting dial: 0.02mm increments
Z axis control lever with safety microswitch
Pull-out tool compartment
Tilting and interchangeable jaws
T1 Dimple tracer 739972ZB
Clamps HU66, AB48 etc without adaptors F1 Dimple cutter 739971ZB
New special alloy cutters with ID collar
T22 Laser tracer 739974ZB
Rollbar finger rest & LED worklight
F22 Laser cutter 739973ZB

MATRIX Pro

Machine is for duplication of dimple and laser keys
Matrix Pro features all the features of the Matrix Evo
Plus
Tubular key clamp
Promity sensor LED light
Tool free cutter change
Self centering chucks

T1 Dimple tracer 739972ZB
F1 Dimple cutter 739971ZB
T22 Laser tracer 739974ZB
F22 Laser cutter 739973ZB

MARKER 2000

OPTIKA

This machine marks / engraves key blanks,
Also marks cylinders, discs, euro cylinders and padlocks using optional
adaptors

The Optika can recognise the profiles of all the following key types:
Flat cylinder keys, bit keys, double bit keys, pump keys, dimple keys, laser type
keys
Optika reads and checks if the differences between the keys cuts are within a
predefined tolerance, giving the operator the possibility to evaluate the accuracy
of the key copied
Optika features a graphic display with reading results in real time
It can be stand alone or to maximise machine use can be connected to a
personal computer

Electronic marking machine

The Marker 2000 features
Stand alone or computer driven option
Patented laser guiding
Can be linked to Silca code program for code-key stamping
Engraves most metals
Illuminated LCD display
Replacement punch tip 912585ZR
Windows software
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optika

Key recognition machine
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marker 2000
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futura PRO

Engraving

Futura Pro is Silca’s new ground breaking, automatic and portable electronic key
cutting machine. The Futura Pro machine can cut to code and copy flat, laser,
dimple and cruciform keys

The engraving kit is a simple upgrade for your Futura or Futura Pro

Features;
2 x 24 d.c. high quality cutter drive motors
10” touch screen tablet to run the Silca keycutting software
Step-by-step guided key cutting on 3 axis
Colour changing LEDs to show cutting cycle status
Suitable for small-sized shops and vans, easy to carrry only 20kg
Flat keys decoded by optical reader
Laser and dimple keys decoded by electric contact
Comprehensive range of adaptors / accessories

Futura engraving kit 751831ZB contains 2 jaws (01E & 02E) and a cutter

Engraves all types of metal keys, key tags and dog discs

Software is free and can be installed by updating the Futura machine software
application
Indirect cutting codes can be engraved on keys
Sequence of progressive numbers can be generated
Over 220 pre-loaded engraving models in the software
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Create customize and save new software models

01F
01D
02D
03D
04D
01L

Cylinder cutter
Dimple cutter
Dimple cutter
Dimple cutter
Dimple cutter
Laser cutter

747276ZB
742867ZB
743673ZB
743674ZB
743746ZB
742606ZB

01LW
03L
04L
01T
02T
18DW

Laser cutter
Laser cutter
Laser cutter
Tracer
Calibration tracer
Engraving cutter

747838ZB
743672ZB
743745ZB
942565ZR
942866ZR
748741ZB

01E
02E
18DW

Futura engraving jaw
Futura engraving jaw
Engraving cutter
Futura engraving kit

748737ZB
748739ZB
748741ZB
751831ZB

UNOCODE 299

UNOCODE “PRO”

This is an electronic key cutting machine for generating original keys by code.
This type of machine compliments the modern locksmith shop. It can make
depth keys, cut keys to code and make the process of making keys to a lock
much more efficient. It has accuracy tolerances of +/- 0.03mm which is the
equivalent thickness of a human hair.

Designed for experienced locksmiths and professional key cutters,
Unocode Pro wraps together outstanding performance, ease of
use and high-quality components.

Cylinder code key cutting machine.

Electronic key machine for cutting cylinder keys to code.

The UNOCODE 299 features:
4 way jaws
Integrated swarf drawer
Heavy cast base
Emergency stop button & mobile safety shield to protect user

U01W cutter 734910ZB
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unocode PRo

Faster cutting cycle
Adjustable cutting speed
Long lasting AlCrN coated cutter
Quiet and stable
Optimized four sides clamps with quick release system
USB and RS232 port
5.7” colour display

U01W cutter 746012ZB
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unocode 299
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idea

Triax Pro

IDEA

TRIAX PRO

Idea is a mortice key cutting machine which operates in stand alone mode for
duplication and code cutting
It automatically converts the decoded information to original lock specifications

Thanks to the provided accessories this key cutting machine is also an
excellent solution for engraving keys, keyrings and small medals

Electronic key machine for cutting to code or copying mortice, bit and double bit
keys

This machine can also be connected to a personal computer to fully exploit its
potential
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The IDEA features:
On board user friendly functions; calibrations, diagnostics, configurations etc.
Universal 360˚ rotation clamp and cuts both sides without removing key blank
Automatic radius function
Automatically gauged optical reader
Back lit LCD display
Machine database can be updated via serial port

1.25mm cutter 726023ZB

Designed for experienced locksmiths and professional key cutters, Triax Pro
combines reliable performance, effortless use and is made exclusively from
select components.

Faster cutting cycle, adjustable cutting speed
Cost saving and flexible jaw system
Quick release tool change system
Large coloured graphic display
Innovative cutter holder
Optional clamp for angled cuts

W500 Dimple cutter 738590ZB
W101 Laser cutter 709238ZB
W146 Engraving cutter 734267ZB

Air 4
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rw4 plus

AIR4

Air4 is a first rate solution for duplicating residential remote controls, suitable
for barriers, gates and garage doors. Combining cool design, state-of-theart technology and functionality, Air4 allows you to duplicate with ease most
remotes available on the market.
Remotes currently on the market:

The RW4 Plus electronic device detects, reads, duplicates & writes all fixed
code and Texas Crypto 4D transponder chips
Decoding and programming ID41, ID42, ID44, ID45 (VW), ID46 (for Phillips)
and all T5 transponder types
The M-box provides cloning solution for Megamos Crypto ID48 transponders
The RW4 Plus:
Identifies the presence of transponders
Identifies the type of transponder
Reads and displays fixed code transponders
Code copying to Silca transponder key blanks
Codes can be generated using keyboard
Has an on board archive function
Has USB and RS232 ports and is very simple to use

Air4Q: for quartz remotes with frequencies ranging from 27 to 40.685 MHz.
Silca uses state-of-the-art technology meaning no need to change the quartz
crystals to duplicate the remote. Air4 Q is not available in the new design.
Simple duplication procedure
Ergonomic, functional, cool design
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RW4 Plus and M-BOX

Air4V Plus: for frequencies 433.92 and 868.35 MHz (AM/FM) (fixed and rolling
codes). Compatible with Easy Scan Plus and “Air4 Remote Programming
Software” to offer a range of advanced features. Use of NFC technology means
remotes are updateable with latest applications developed by Silca.
Air4L: new model for fixed code remotes using a frequency of 433.92 MHz
(AM) and for many of the most popular remotes using rolling codes.
Air4V: for fixed and rolling code remotes with frequencies ranging from 433.92
to 868.35 MHz (AM/FM).

